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t used to be that the only burner fuel choice

the owner of an oil-fired pressure washer had to

make was between using heating oil (No. 2 oil) or

kerosene. Heating oil was either identical to—or for

all practical purposes the same thing as—diesel

motor fuel, depending upon the area of the country

and the details of the distribution chain. While that’s

still true in the broadest sense, nowadays heating oil

is somewhat different from diesel fuel, and further-

more, additional types of heating oil are appearing

on the market. This article gives a brief overview of

these changes.

We’re not talking about late-breaking news here;

the changes have been creeping in for a few years. The

days of heating oil and diesel fuel often coming from

the same tank ended in the early 1990s. At that time,

the EPA mandated that the sulfur content of diesel fuel

for highway use be limited to 0.05 percent by weight,

one-tenth the previous limit of 0.5 percent. The sul-

fur limit for heating oil remained at 0.5 percent.

It also dawned on authorities that since hefty

state and federal taxes are levied on highway fuel, 

people might just be tempted to use heating oil in 

their diesel-powered vehicles. Hence, born in the

same time frame, was a requirement that oil sold for

use as heating fuel be dyed red.

Low Sulfur Heating Oil

It wasn’t long before the oil heating industry start-

ed studying how well the low sulfur diesel fuel

would work in oil burners. They were delighted

with the results. Test results showed a noticeable

reduction in heat exchanger fouling. Additionally,

researchers found less SO2, CO, and NOx emissions,

as well as lower particulates. Tests at Brookhaven

National Laboratory led the National Oilheat Re-

search Alliance (NORA) to offer a brochure titled, 

“Why You Should Convert to Low Sulfur (0.05%) 
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Heating Oil.” The Oilheat Manu-

facturers association passed a reso-

lution supporting the use of low

sulfur fuels as the preferred heating

fuel for the industry.

Says NORA, “Low-sulfur prod-

uct handles, stores, and fires in the

usual manner. The ASTM [American

Society for Testing and Materials]

specification for low sulfur heating

oil is exactly the same as that for con-

ventional heating oil with the lone

exception of a 0.05 maximum for

sulfur content.” And, “No burner

modifications are needed.”

Biodiesel Background

So-called biodiesel fuel is natural-

ly attractive (no pun). A 2002 Wall

Street Journal story about it starts

out, “What if you could turn a plen-

tiful plant into a fuel that powers

trucks, buses, and tractors, doesn’t

pollute the air and creates an ex-

haust that smells like french fries?”

Actually, Rudolf Diesel, inventor of

the engine bearing his name, envi-

sioned that it would run on vegetable

oil. The term “biodiesel” implies a

motor fuel because that was the first

target market for the plant-based

fuel, but the heating oil people have

since caught on to its possibilities.

In the U.S., biodiesel is some-

times called soy diesel, because

soybeans are the prime candidate for

raw material. However, Europeans

have made biodiesel from canola oil

for years, and it can also be made

from recycled vegetable cooking

oils or tallow. It’s been found that

blends of up to 20 percent by volume

of biodiesel with traditional petro-

leum-based fuel result in a number

of benefits and no drawbacks other

than a higher price.

With support from farm state

senators, biodiesel backers got the

price disparity addressed late last

year, when President Bush signed

into law a biodiesel tax incentive.

“Biodiesel holds great hope to help

reduce our dependence on foreign

oil and improve our environment,”

said Senator Chuck Grassley (who

also happens to be a soybean farmer).

The tax incentive, which is

designed to result in a 20 percent

biodiesel blend being priced to end-

users about the same as petroleum-

based fuel, is a jump-start measure

set to expire in two years. On the

other hand, ethanol, the corn-based

fuel, also started as a sure thing in

need of only a temporary federal

boost. That was 28 years ago, and the

subsidies are still being renewed.

Will biodiesel be part of your

future, be it for vehicle use or for heat-

ing? Here’s an indication of where

things are going. In June, musician

Willie Nelson launched “BioWillie,”

his own blend of biodiesel fuel.

“Biodiesel is the future,” said Nelson.

Biodiesel Characteristics

As a burner fuel, even full-

strength biodiesel behaves quite

similarly to petroleum diesel. It has

a heating value of about 133,000

Btu/gal., compared with about

140,000 Btu/gal. for No. 2 oil. About

a decade ago, a major oil burner

manufacturer and a burner fuel

pump manufacturer carried out

some studies and tests to deter-

mine the effects of using pure

biodiesel in oil burners. The principal

finding seems to have been that

the biodiesel would require use of

new adhesive and seal materials. An

example would be changing from a

nitrile seal to one made of Viton®. 

Since then, more tests have been

conducted, especially using blends.

In an April 2002 article published 

in Oilheating magazine, workers

from Brookhaven National Labora-

tories report that, “It appears that

blends of 30%, or less, could replace

fueloil with no noticeable changes

in performance.” They reported

that in tests with a residential oil

burner, “No system adjustments

were required to obtain perform-

ance parallel to that of fueloil 

under steady state conditions.”

Because biodiesel is virtually sul-

fur-free, it lowers the net sulfur con-

tent when used in blends. The result

is a cleaner burn with less SO2, CO,

and NOx emissions, as well as lower

particulates. The benefit to the pres-

sure washer owner is less fouling of

the heat exchanger. According to the

National Biodiesel Board, a study

sponsored by the National Renew-

able Energy Lab “Has unequivocal-

ly shown that Biodiesel blends up 

to 20% have positively impacted the

cleanliness of filters, strainers, and 

nozzles [and] all fuel wetted parts.”

Here’s an interesting wrinkle.

Although biodiesel is marketed as

environmentally friendly, when it

comes to spills, the EPA considers all

spills, either vegetable or petroleum,

as requiring identical levels of report-

ing and cleanup. That puts a damper

on what would be an important

environmental feature of fuels made

from plant matter: leaks or spills

are mitigated by the biodegrad-

ability of these fuels.

Perhaps part of the problem is the

fuzziness of the term “biodegrad-

able.” For example, the ASTM says

“biodegradable” means that a min-

imum of 40 percent of the original

sample has been decomposed to

inert ingredients within 28 days.

On the other hand, the ACS

(American Chemical Society) offers

this: “Capable of being broken down

by the action of living things, such

as microorganisms.” For plastics as

an example, the ACS says that means,

“In soil, 90 percent of the organic 

carbon in a polymer must be de-

gradable into carbon dioxide with-

in 180 days to be considered bio-

degradable by international stand-

ards for biodegradable plastics.”

Apparently, degree of biodegrad-

ability is in the eye of the beholder.

In any event, if U.S. and European

biofuel proponents have their way,

you may eventually be burning

something like BioWillie in your

pressure washer.

TO LEARN MORE about low sul-

fur and biodiesel heating fuels, visit

the websites of these organizations:

• National Oilheat Research Alliance

www.nora-oilheat.org

• National Biodiesel Board

www.biodiesel.org CT


